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Abstract

We present a theoretical model, with accompanying comput~r program, for simulating rotation-
vibration absorption spectra of XY3 pyramidal molecules in isolated electronic states. The
theoretical approach is based on a recent computational scheme for solving the rotation-vibration
SchrOdingerequation of such molecules variationally [SoN. Yurchenko, M. Carvajal, P. Jensen,
H. Lin, J. Zheng, and W. Thiel, Mol. Phys., 2005, 103,359], and it makes use of dipole moment
surfaces calculated ab initio. We apply the theory to 14NH3and demonstrate that the theoretical
results show good agreement with experimental findings.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In a very recent publication [1], we have presented a new model for the rotation-
vibration motion of pyramidal XY3 molecules, based on the Hougen-Bunker-
Johns (henceforth: HBJ) approach [2] (see also Chapter 15, in particular Section
15.2,of Ref. [3]). In this model, inversion is treated as a large-amplitude motion in
the HBJ sense, while the other vibrations are assumed to be of small amplitude;
they are described by linearized stretching and bending coordinates. The rotation-
vibration Schr6dinger equation is solved variationally to determine rotation-
vibration energies. The reader is referred to Ref. [1] for a complete description of
the theoretical and computational details.

We have already made several applications of the new model. Prior to
Yurchenko et al. [1], we reported high-level ab initio potential energy surfaces for
the NH3 electronic ground state together with variational calculations of the
associated vibrational energies [4]. Analogous nuclear-motion calculations for
PH3 [5] were based on the ab initio potential energy surface of Wang et ai. [6],
which was refined [5] in a simultaneous least-squares fitting to ab initio data and
experimentally derived vibrational term values. In Ref. [1] we extended the
theoretical treatment of Refs. [4,5] to include rotation and described some
technical improvements to the original model for the vibrational motion.
The resulting model for rotation and vibration was tested in calculations for
14NH3using an analytical potential function derived from high-level ab initio
calculations [1].These test calculations produced the J =0 vibrational energies up
to 6100'cm-1, the J S 2 energies for the vibrational ground state and the 1J2,1J4,
and 21J2excited vibrational states, and the J S 7 energies for the 41Jivibrational
state. The computed energies were found to be in very satisfactory agreement with
the corresponding experimentally derived values, and superior in this regard to the
results of other recent theoretical calculations [7,8].

The new model has also been applied to the calculation of thermally averaged
probability density functions for the out-of-plane inversion motion of the cHj and
H30+ ions [9]. Such probability densities can be obtained experimentally by
means of Coulomb Explosion Imaging (CEI) techniques (see, for example, Refs.
[10,11]), and the results in Ref. [9] will be useful in the interpretation of the
resulting images, just as analogous calculations of the bending probability
distribution for the cHi ion were instrumental in the interpretation of its CEI
images (see Refs. [9,12] and references therein).

Another application is concerned with highly excited rotational levels of the
PH3 molecule [13,14]. The calculations show that these rotational levels form
near-degenerate six-fold energy clusters analogous to the four-fold clusters
formed in triatomic dihydrides H2X (see, for example, Refs. [3,15,16] and
references therein).

One of the most important aims of our theoretical work is to assist in the
interpretation and understanding of high-resolution molecular spectroscopy
experiments. We have already been able [1] to provide assistance of this kind
in that, with our calculated values for the rotational energies in the 41Jivibrational
state of 14NH3,we could verify (and, for a few transitions, refute) the tentative
assignment to the 41Ji band [17] of 55 weak transitions observed in an
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experimental study of the Vb v3, and 2V4bands of 14NH3.To provide theoretical
support for high-resolution molecular spectroscopy experiments it is not
sufficient, however, to calculate only molecular rotation-vibration energies. It is
highly desirable to predict also theoretical intensities so that spectra can be
simulated. As discussed in Ref. [1], our approach to the computation of molecular
rotation-vibration energies and wavefunctions can be applied to rotation-
vibration states with high J values (e.g., up to J::::;;80for PH3 [14]) where
alternative variational treatments (see, for example, Refs. [7,8]), which make use
of a nuclear kinetic energy operator exact within the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation, are no longer feasible. This advantage arises from the maximum
separation of rotation and vibration inherently built into the RBJ theory that we
employ . We can calculate the energies and wavefunctions for states with J values
sufficiently high that realistic spectra can be simulated. In the present work, we
describe the extension of our model to the computation of the line strengths that
determine the intensities of electric dipole transitions withi!l the electronic state
under consideration. The derivation is guided by Jensen and Spirko [18,19] and by
Chapter 14 of Ref. [3]. The line strengths are obtained from the rovibronic
wavefunctions that we generate as described in Ref. [1], and from ab initio
molecular dipole moment surfaces. With the computed line strengths we can
simulate absorption spectra of XY3 molecules if we assume that the absorbing
molecules are in thermal equilibrium at a known absolute temperature. We can
also simulate emission spectra if we know the non-thermal population distribution
of the emitting molecules.

2. THEORETICAL INTENSITIESANDSELECTIONRULES

2.1. Line strengths

The intensity of an electric dipole transition in absorption or emission depends, on
one hand, on factors particular to the experiment measuring the intensity, e.g., the
number density of molecules in the initial state of the transition and, for absorption
experiments, the absorption path length and the intensity of the incident light. On
the other hand, the intensity involves a factor independent of the experimental
parameters. This factor, the line strength S(f - i), determines the probability that a
molecule in the initial state i of the transition f- i will end up in the final state f
within unit time.

If we assume that the initial state i and the final state f are both non-degenerate,
then the line strength of the electric dipole transition between them [3] is given by

S(f-i) = L 1(4)r!,uAI4>j)12.
A=X,Y.z

(1)

As in Ref. [1], we describe the molecule in a space-fixed (or laboratory-fixed) axis
system XYZ, and ,uAis the component of the molecular dipole moment along the
axis A = X, Y, or Z. The complete internal wavefunctions of the initial and final
states are written as l4>j)and l4>f),respectively. In the present work, we take the
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complete internal wavefunctions to be given as

l<Pw)= 1<P~~»)I<P~7jc)I<P~»), (2)

where w=i or f. We can separate out the nuclear spin wavefunction I<P~~»)[3]
because we assume the molecular energies to be independent of nuclear spin (i.e.,

we neglect hyperjine structure? The remaining factorization into a product of an
electronic wavefunction 1<P~~c)and a rotation-vibration wavefunction I<P~»)
follows from the Born-Oppenheimer approximation (see, for example, Ref. [3])
which we assume to be valid.

Inserting the wavefunction from equation (2) in the matrix element square of
equation (1), we obtain

(3)

where we have made use of the fact that the dipole moment component fJ.Adoes not
depend on the nuclear spin. The nuclear spin functions are orthogonal and
normalized. Consequently,. the integral on .the left-hand side of equation (3)
vanishes unless I<p~f)= I<P~~)so that 1(<p~?I<P~m2= 1.

As mentioned above, we assume that the molecular energy dges no~ depend on
the nuclear spin state I<P~~»).I:'or the initial rovibronic state 1<P~~ec)I<P~),we have
gns nuclear spin functions I<P~~)available, for which the product function l«Pi)in
equation (2) is an allowed complete internal state for the molecule in question,
because it obeys Fermi-Dirac statistics by permutations of identical fermion
nuclei, and Bose-Einstein statistics by permutations of identical boson nuclei (see
Chapter 8 in Ref. [3]). By necessity [3], the same gnsnuclear spin functions can be
combined with the final rovibronic state I<P~~~c)1<P~) to form allowed complete
internal states I<Pf).The quantity gns is referred to as the nuclear spin statistical
weight factor.

In our approximation, the upper and lower states of the transition f- i are both
gns-fold degenerate owing to the availability of the gns 'allowed' nuclear spin
functions. Furthermore, they have m-degeneracy since for a molecule in field-free
space, the energy does not depend on m, the projection of the total angular
momentum on the Z axis. We denote the m value of the initial state as mi and that
of the final state as mf. In the calculation of the line strength, we account for the
nuclear spin degeneracy and the m-degeneracy by generalizing equation (1) to

(4)

where we have made use of equation (3) with 1(<P~?1<P~~)12= 1.

2.2. Intensities

If, in an absorption experiment, a parallel beam of light at wavenumber fi with
intensity Io(fi)passes through a length I of gas at a concentration of cg,the intensity
of the transmitted light Itr(iJ)is given by the Lambert-Beer law
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(5)

where c(ii)is the absorption coefficient. By integrating the absorption coefficient
over an absorption line one obtains the expression

J
8~ N ii. e-E;lkT

l(f ~ i) = c(ii)dii = (41TCo;3~~~ [1 - exp(-hciijflkT)]S(f~ i)
Line

(6)

for the intensity of the absorption line for the transition from the state i with
energy Ei>in thermal equilibrium at the temperature T, to the state f with energy
Ef, where hciijf= Ef - Ej, NA is the Avogadro constant, h is Planck's constant, cis
the speed of light in vacuum, k is the Boltzmann constant, cois the permittivity of
free space, S(f~ i) is the line strength defined in equation (4), and, finally, Q is the
partition function defined as

Q = Lgj e-E/kT,
j

(7)

where gj is the total degeneracy of the state with energy Ej and the sum runs over
all energy levels of the molecule.

The 'molecule-intrinsic' factor in the intensities of emission spectra can be
obtained from the well-known Einstein coefficients (see, for example, Refs. [20,
21]). For the two states i and f considered above, whose energies are Ej and Ef,
respectively, with Ej< Ef, we define Bjf as the Einstein coefficient for absorption,
Bfi as the Einstein coefficient for stimulated emission, and Afi as the Einstein
coefficient for spontaneous emission. We denote by Nj and Nf the number of
molecules with energies Ej and Ef, respectively, and the Einstein coefficients are
defined such that, for example, the change in Nf caused by electric dipole
transitions to and from i is given by

dNf
(it = p(v)[NjBjf - NfBfd - NfAfi. (8)

The energy density function p(v) is defined so that dE= p(v)dv is the amount of
available radiation energy per unit volume originating in radiation withfrequency
in the infinitesimal interval [v,v+dv]. Thus, p(v) is expressed in the 51 units
J/(m3Hz)=J s/m3, so that Bfi and Bfi have the 51 units m3/(J S2).Aft is expressed in
s-1. The Einstein coefficients defined in this manner are related to the line
strength by

- 8~ S(f ~ i)
gjBjf = gfBfi - 3h2( 41Tco)

(9)

and

641T4 -3 .
gfAfi = 3h(41Tco)vjfS(f ~ 1),

where gj and gf are the total degeneracies of the states i and f, respectively.

(10)
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Sometimes an alternative definition of the Einstein coefficients is employed.
With this definition, equation (8) is replaced by

dNf _ _ - - -
~ = p(v)[NiBif - NfBfd - NfAft.

(11)

where p(fI) is defined ~o that dE = p(fI)dfl is the amount of available radiation
energy per unit volume originating in radiation with wavenumber in the
infinitesimal interval [fI,V.+ dfl]. We have p(fI)= cp(fIc)= cp(v) together with
Bif = Bif/C,Bft= Bft/c,andAft= Aft.TheSI unitsfor p(fI) are J/(m3m-I) =J/m2,
and those of Bif and Bftare m2/(J s).

2.3. A detailed expressiQn for the line strength

In the present section, we obtain an expression for the line strength in equation (4)
in a form suitable for numerical calculation. This derivation closely follows the
theory developed in Refs. [18,19] and in Chapter 14 of Ref. [3], and so we give
only an outline here.

As discussed in Ref. [1], we describe the rotation of the molecule by means of a
molecule-fixed axis system xyz defined in terms of Eckart and Sayvetz conditions
(see Ref. [1] and references therein). The orientation of the xyz axis system
relative to the XYZ system is defined by the three standard Euler angles «(),cp,X)
[1]. To simplify equation (4), we must first express the space-fixed dipole moment
components (fJ.x, fJ.y,fJ.z)in this equation in terms of the components (fJ.x,fJ.y,fJ.z)
along the molecule-fixed axes. This transformation is most easily done by
rewriting the dipole moment components in terms of so-called irreducible
spherical tensor operators. In the notation in Ref. [3], the space-fixed irreducible
tensor operators are

(12)

with analogous expressions for the molecule-fixed operators

,,(I.:tl) = ~ (::c., _ ill ) and ,,(1.0)= /I
I""ffi .J2 'fNx I""Y I""ffi I""z'

It can be shown that the space-fixed components are given in terms of the
molecule-fixed components by equations (14) and (15) of Ref. [3]:

(13)

1

fJ.~I.(1)= L [D~~/(cp, (), X)]* fJ.~.(1I)
(1'=-1

(14)

where D~~/(cp,(),X) is an element of the standard rotation matrices given, for
example, by Zare [22].

By inverting equation (12) to obtain (fJ.x,fJ.y,fJ.z)and inserting the result in
equation (4), we find that
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1

S(f _ i) = g "" I(CP(f)cp(f) I"O.u) Icp(i) cp(i» lzns 6 6 rv e1ecr-s e1ec rv
/IIf.miu=-1

(15)

and we can now insert equation (14) in this expression. Simultaneously, we insert
the expressions for the initial and final rotation-vibration wavefunctions Icp~»
from equation (67) of Ref. [1]:

In;(i» - L C IV"
)IJ"K" "

).'¥rv - V"K"T" miTrot ,ret

V"K"T;:',

K" 2::0 (16)

K' 2::0 (17)

where CV"K"T"and CV'K'T' are the expansion coefficients obtained as eigenvector
components ih the diagonalization of the Hamiltonian matrix [1], and the
vibrational basis functions IV) are

(18)

V is used as a shorthand notation for all the quantum numbers and symmetry labels
nl>nz, n3,nb, lb' Tbend,nj, and Tiny thatlabelthevibrationalbasisfunctions.Allthe
functions IJKmTro~,In1), Inz), In3), Inb' lb' Tben~'and I~, J, K, Tiny) occurring
in equations (16)-(18), and the quantum numbers labelling them, are defined in
detail in Ref. [1]: IJKmTro~ is a symmetrized rotational wavefunction defined in
equations (68) and (69) of Ref. [1], Inl), Inz), and In3)are one-dimensional Morse
oscillator eigenfunctions describing the stretching motion of the XY 3 molecule,
Inb' lb, Tben~ is a symmetrized eigenfunction of the two-dimensional harmonic
oscillator modelling the small-amplitude bending motion, and Inj, J, K, Tiny)is a
symmetrized inversion basis function obtained by numerical solution of a zero-
order inversion Schrodinger equation. Concerning the quantum numbers, it
suffices to say here that each of the three quantum numbers Trot>Tbend,and Tiny
assumes the values 0 or 1 in such a way that the parity (see below) of IJKmTro~is
(-IYret, the parity of Inb' lb, Tben~ is (_IYbend, and the parity of Inj, J, K, Tiny)is
(-IYinv.

Insertion of equations (14), (16), and (17) in equation (15) produces
1

S(f - i) = gns L L
I

LL C;'K'T:ot CV"K"T;:',
mj.mf u=-1 V'K'T:", V"K"T;ot

1

X L (V'I(CP~~clf.L~.u')lcp~i{ec)IV")
u'=-1 ZI

X (J'K'mfT~otl[D~~,(<p, e, X)]*IJ"K"miT;ot)' . (19)

We have factorized the matrix element in equation (19) by making use of the fact
that the vibrational basis functions IV") and Iv'), the electronic wavefunctions
ICP~?ec)and ICP~~c)'and the molecule-fixed dipole moment operator f.L~.u')depend
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on the vibrational and electronic coordinates only (these coordinates are defined in
Ref. [1]), whereas the functions IJ'K'111fr~ot),IJ"K"mir~ot), and [D~~/(<1>,8,x)]*
depend solely on the Euler angles (8, <1>,X).

In the present work, we are only. concerned with transitions within one
electronic state so we have I<.p~~c)=<.p~lec)'We define the electronically averaged
dipole moment operators

nO,q') = (<'p(i) II/O,ql) I<'p(i)) . (20)r-m elec r-m elec el,

the subscript 'el' signifies that in the matrix element, integration is over the

electronic coordinates onlXS?that .iI2,ql)is a function of the vibrational coordinates.We intend to obtain the .iI~,q)functions from ab initio calculations as described in
Section 3.By insertingequation (20) in equation (19);using equations (68)and (69)
from Ref. [1] in conjunction with equation (14-23) from Ref. [3] to obtain

anal1tical expressions for the integral involving IJ'K'mfr~ot),IJ"K"mir~ot),and
[D~~/(<1>,8,X)]*;and carrying out a significant amount oftedious algebra (using the
results in Chapter 14 of Ref. [3]), we obtain the following expression for the line
strength:

S(f - i) = gns(2J' + 1)(2J" + 1)

where quantities such as

(
J"

K"

1

-1

l'

)-K'

are standard 3j-symbols [3,22] and O'rotis defined as
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_
{

K mod 3 for Trot= 1
<1rot -

o for Trot = O.

With the phase choices made for the basis functions in the present work, we obtain
the real, positive line strength in equation (21) in the form lisl2,where s is real, that
is, as the module square of a purely imaginary number.

The ab initio calculations provide us with the Cartesian components of the
dipole moment in the molecule-fixed axis system:

(22)

- - (<t>(i) I I<t>(i))J.La - elec J.La elec eI, ex= x,y, or z, (23)

and we obtain the vibrational matrix elements required in equation (21) from

(V'I.u~,O) IV") = (V'I.uzl V") (24)

together with

(V'I.u~.+l)IV")+ (-1r;ot+T;:'t(v'I.u~.-l)IV")

1

= - .J2 ([1 - (-l)~Trot](v'I.uxlV")+ i[1 + (-1)~Tro'](V'I.uY!V"», (25)

= ~([1-(-1)~Trot](V'I.uxIVII)-i[1 +(-l)~Trot](V'I.uyIV"». (26)

We note that on the right-hand side of equations (25) and (26), the terms involving
(v'l.uxlV") and (V'I.uyIV") are never simultaneously non-vanishing.

2.4. Symmetry and selection rules

For the XY3 molecules considered here, we employ the Molecular Synunetry
Group (MS group) D3h(M) [3], given as the direct product [3],

(27)

where E is the identity operation, E* is the inversion operation which inverts all
particles in the molecular centre of mass [3], and the group

* * *
C3vCM) = {E, (123), (132), (12) , (13) , (23) }. (28)

Here, (123) and (132) are cyclic permutations of the three Y nuclei (labelled 1,2,
3) in XY3and each of the permutation-inversion operations (12)*, (13)*,and (23)*
involves the interchange of two of the Y nuclei and the inversion operation E* [3].
The character table of D3h(M) is given in Table 1. The Complete Nuclear



Permutation Inversion (CNPI) Group [3], which contains all possible permu-
tation-inversion operations [3] for a given molecule, has 24 elements for the XY3
molecule, and the 12-member group D3h(M) is obtained by deleting from the
CNPI group the 12 unfeasible [3] symmetry operations that, when applied to an
initial molecular geometry, take the molecule into a new geometry that can only
be reached from the initial one by the breaking and reformation of bonds. We
assume that the breaking and reformation of bonds are associated with energy
barriers so large that this type of motion does not take place on the typical
timescale of the spectroscopy experiments whose results we simulate.

The MS group D3h(M)is obviously appropriate for planar XY3molecules such
as cHj and for 'floppy' molecules like NH3 with a pyramidal, non-planar
equilibrium configuration but a barrier to planarity so low that tunnelling through
the barrier is facile already at room temperature. For pyramidal molecules with a
high barrier to planarity, such as PH3, the appropriate MS group is C3t,(M)in
equation (28).

In Table 1, we give for each class of D3h(M)a representative element and the
number of elements in the class. Also, we indicate the D3h(M)symmetries of some
quantities of interest: p is the H}3Jlnv~rsion coordinate [1] (see also Fig. 1) and Jp
is its conjugate momentum, (lx,ly,lz) are the components of the total angular
momentum along the molecule-fixed xyz axes, (ilx,ily, ilz) are the electronically
averaged dipole moment components along the molecule-fixed axes (see below),
(rb r2, r3) are the instantaneous values of the bond lengths of the XY3molecule,
while al = L(Y2XY3), a2= L(YIXY3), and a3= L(YIXY2) are the three bond
angles (Yj is the Y nucleus labelled i= 1,2,3). The irreducible representation
r* = Aqis the so-called electric dipole representation; it has character + 1 under
each of the permutation operations in D3h(M) and character - 1 under each of
the permutation-inversion operations. It is required for determining the symmetry
selection rules for electric dipole transitions. Finally, the two irreducible
representations 11 = A~ and If = A~are the Pauli-allowed symmetries for NH3

218 S. N. Yurchenkoet a/.

Table 1. The character table of the MS group D31,(M)[3]

E (123) (23) E* (123) * (23) *
1 2 3 1 2 3

A'1 1 1 1 1 1 1 (rl + r2+ r3)/.j3,
l/.j3(al + a2 + (3), sin p,

Alii 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 r*, IB
A'2 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 Jz,11
A"2 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 cos p, Jp, jiz, IF
E' 2 -1 0 2 -1 0 ([ 2rl - r2- r3]/.J6,

[r2 - r3]/.J2),

([ 2al - a2 - a3]/.J6,

[a2 - £X3]/.J2),(jix' jiy)
E" 2 -1 0 -2 1 0 (lx, Jy)
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Fig. 1. The geometrically defined coordinates and the labelling of the nuclei chosen
for NH3,

(or for a general XY3 molecule whose Y nuclei are fermions): Owing to
Fermi-Dirac statistics, the complete internal wavefunctions of NH3 must
transform as A~ or A~ in D3h(M).Complete internal wavefunctions of NH3 with
A~ symmetry have + parity in that they have a character of + 1 under the
inversion operation E*;those with A~ symmetry have - parity, i.e., a character of
-1 under E*, The irreducible representations 11 = A~ and TP;= Aqare the
symmetries with + and - parity, respectively, that are allowed by Bose-Einstein
statistics for an XY3 molecule, ND3 say, whose Y nuclei are bosons.

The nuclear spin statistical weight factors gns for 14NH3are determined in
Section 8.4.1 of Ref. [3] and we do not repeat the derivation here, The results are
summarized in Table 2. The 24 nuclear spin functions (see Chapter 8 in Ref. [3])
of 14NH3span the representation

(29)

of D3h(M), In Table 2, Trve is the MS group symmetry of the rovibronic
wavefunction 11J>~~;c)IIJ>~),and for each possible Trve we give under the heading
'Tns' the number of spin functions available for forming complete internal
wavefunctions of symmetry Tint= Tt = A~andTint= TF = A~,respectively,the
total number of such spin functions equals the nuclear spin statistical weight

Table 2. Determination of statistical weight of the rovibronic
states of 14NH3in the MS group D3h(M)[3]

Trve Tns Tint gns

Ai -' - Ai;A 0,
Af -' - Ai; A 0,
Ai 12Ai; - Ai; A 12
A -; 12Ai Ai; A 12
E' 6E'; - Ai;A 6
E" -;6E' A' 'A" 6
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factor gns' We note that for r rve=A~ or Aq,gns = 0, so that the corresponding
energy levels are missing. They do not exist because their rovibronic
wavefunctions cannot be combined with nuclear spin functions in such a way
as to obey Fermi-Dirac statistics.

We have [3]

(30)

where re1ec is the symmetry of Icp~7;c)and r rv is the symmetry of Icp~». We are
concerned with the electronic ground state ofNH3 for which re1ec=A~ so that for
the rovibronic states of interest r rve = r rv' If IcpW)(lcp~»)has the MS group
symmetry r~(r~) then the line strength S(f~i) can only be non-vanishing [3] if

(31)

In consequence,the symmetryselectionrules on r rv (with the corresponding gns
values) are

A'~A'"2 2, gns = 12 (32)

E'~E"; gns= 6. (33)

These selection rules, in conjunction with the general rotational selection rules

I:1.J= l' - J" = O,Il (J" + l' '2.1)

determinethe allowedelectricdipoletransitionsof 14NH3.

(34)

3. THE DIPOLE MOMENT FUNCTIONS

3.1. The ab initio calculation of the dipole moment

The NH3 dipole moment surface used in the present study is obtained from two
sets of ab initio data. As reported previously [4], the ab initio calculations were
done at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory (i.e., coupled cluster theory
with all single and double substitutions [23] and a perturbative treatment of
connected triple excitations [24,25] with the augmented correlation-consistent
triple-zeta basis [26,27]). The frozen-core approximation was applied.
Dipole moments were computed by using a numerical finite-difference
procedure with an added external dipole field of 0.005 a.u. The calculations
employed the MOLPR02000 [28,29] package. The convergence thresholds were
10-10 for density and 10-7 a.u. for energy in Hartree-Fock (HF) calculations,
and 10-10 a.u. for energy and 10-10 for coefficients in CCSD(T) computations.

The first set of data was obtained on a two-dimensional grid (the 2D grid in
Ref. [4]) consisting of 420 geometries of C3uor D3h symmetry, with bond

o 0
distances RNHbetween 0.60 and 1.65 A, and angles l¥HNHbetween 70 and 120 .
The data points were more dense in the vicinity of the equilibrium geometry and

. the saddle point. The second set of data was determined on a six-dimensional
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grid (the 6D-1 grid in Ref. [4]) consisting of 14,400 unique geometries that
form a regular grid in the range 0.85 As rl S rz S r3S 1.20 A and
800sal saZsa3S 120°.

The ab initio calculations give the components of the molecular dipole moment
in a right-handed Cartesian axis system XIy'Z'with origin in the nitrogen nucleus.
The HI nucleus lies on the z' axis with a positive value of the z' coordinate, and the
plane defined by the nitrogen nucleus and the protons HI and Hz is the y'z' plane.
Thus, in the Xly'Z' axis system, N has the coordinates (0,0,0), HI has the
coordinates (O,O,zDwith z~> 0, Hz has the coordinates (O,yi,zi), and H3 has
the coordinates (x~,y~,z~). In general, all the coordinates yi, zi, x~,y~, and z~are
different from zero.

3.2. The analytical representation of the dipole moment

The ab initio calculations produce values of (ilx"ily" ilz')' Le., the components
of the electronically averaged dipole moment along the x'y'z' axes defined above.
In order to calculate molecular line strengths, however, we must determine,
as functions of the vibrational coordinates, the dipole moment components
(ilx' fly, ilz) along the molecule-fixed axes xyz (see equation (23)) defined by
Eckart and Sayvetz conditions [1].

An ab initio calculation generally gives the components of the electronically
averaged dipole moment in a body-fixed axis system such as the XIy'Z' system.
For a body-fixed axis system, the orientation of the axes is determined directly
from the instantaneous positions of the nuclei. So, for the x'y'z' axis system, the z'
axis lies along the NHI bond, and the y'z' plane is the NHIHz plane. The definition
of the molecule-fixed axis system xyz is more complicated since it rests on
the Eckart-Sayvetz conditions. The values of the Euler angles 8, cp,X, which
determine the orientation of the xyz axis system in space, are determined, together
with the inversion coordinate p and the three centre-of-mass coordinates, by the
solution of a system of seven coupled equations [1].Consequently, in line strength
calculations, we are required to transform the dipole moment from the body-fixed
axis system X'Y'Z',as used in the ab initio calculation, to the xyz axis system. In
the present section, we discuss strategies for carrying out this transformation,
and we discuss suitable analytical functions for representing the molecule-fixed
components of the dipole moment.

In the papers on intensity calculations for triatomic molecules [18,19], which
guide the present work, the body-fixed dipole moment components (ilx',ily" ilz')
are represented by parameterized analytical functions of geometrically defined
coordinates (Le., bond lengths and bond angles). The values of the parameters
in these functions are determined by least-squares fittings to the ab initio points.
The analytical functions (ilx',ily" ilz') are then subjected to two transformations:
One transforms from the Xly'Z'body-fixed system (called the xpq axis system in
Ref. [19]) to the xyz molecule-fixed system, and the other transforms the dipole
moment components from depending on the geometrically defined coordinates
to depending on the coordinates that we have chosen to describe the vibrational
motion. In our HBJ-inspired models for molecular rotation and vibration, these
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coordinates are not geometrically defined. In Refs. [18,19] these two transfor-
mations are made, by a combination of analytical and numerical techniques, as
part of the intensity calculation.

In the present work, we must carry out transformations of the dipole moment
functions analogous to those described for triatomic molecules in Refs. [18,19].
Our approach to this problem is completely different from that made in
Refs. [18,19]. We do not transform analytical expressions for the body-fixed
dipole moment components (fi.r, fiy" fiZI). Instead we obtain, at each calculated ab
initio point, discrete values of the dipole moment components (fix,fiy' fiz) in the
xyz axis system, and we fit parameterized, analytical functions of our chosen
vibrational coordinates (see below) through these values. This approach has the
disadvantage that we must carry out a separate fitting for each isotopomer of a
molecule: Different isotopomers with the same geometrical structure have
different xyz axis systems (because the Eckart and Sayvetz conditions depend
on the nuclear masses) and therefore different dipole moment components
(fix>fiy' fiz). We resort to the approach of transforming the dipole moment at each
ab initio point because the direct transformation of analytical expressions for the
body-fixeddipolemomentcomponents(fix" fiy" fiZI)is notpracticablefor a four-
atomic molecule. The fact that the four-atomic molecule has six vibrational
coordinates causes a huge increase in the complexity of the transformations
relative to that encountered for the triatomic molecules (with three vibrational
coordinates) treated in Refs. [18,19].

By carryingout the transformation(fix"fiy"fiZI)-+ (fix,fir fiz) at each ab initio
point separately and then fitting the resulting values of (fix,fiy' fiz), we obtain a
representation of the dipole moment tailor-made for computing the matrix
elements (Vflfi~,lT)IV") (0"= O,::!:l)entering into equation (21) in terms of the
vibrational wavefunctions IV) employed in our model for the rotation and
vibration ofXY3 molecules [1].We would like, however, to make our NH3dipole
moment surfaces generally available in a form independent of our particular
choice of the molecule-fixed axis system xyz. We describe such a 'universal'
representation of the electronically averaged dipole moment vector fi, the so-
called Molecular Bond (MB) representation, in Section 3.2.1. From the MB
expression for the dipole moment vector [equation (35)], the dipole moment
components for any choice of the molecule-fixed axis system can be determined in
terms of general, geometrically defined coordinates. In the sections following
Section 3.2.1, we then return to the problem of calculating line strengths from
equation (21), i.e., with our Eckart-Sayvetz choice of the molecule-fixed axis
system xyz.

3.2.1. The molecular bond (MB) representation

We write t1 in the form given in Refs. [30,31]:

(35)

where the three functions fiPond,i= 1,2,3, depend on the vibrational coordinates,
and ej is the unit vector along the N-Hj bond,
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ri -r4e. =
I Iri -r41

with ri as the position vector of nucleus i (the protons are labelled 1, 2, 3, and
the nitrogen nucleus is labelled 4, see Fig. 1) in the xyz axis system. We see that
the representation of the dipole moment in equation (35) is universal in the sense
discussed above: The unit vectors ei are defined in terms of the instantaneous
positions of the nuclei and do not depend on a particular choice of the molecule-
fixed axis system.

We have found that we can obtain a particularly accurate representation of the
ab initio dipole moment values by introducing the projections

(36)

fii = Jl'ei, i = 1,2,3. (37)

Inserting equation (35) in equation (37), we derive
3 3

- - '"" -Bond( ) '"" A -Bond
f..Li= J.t.'ei = L-if..Lj ej'ei = L-i ijf..Lj ,

j=l j=l
(38)

where Aij = ej' ei is an element of the non-orthogonal 3 X 3 matrix

(

1 cos a3

A = cos a3 1

cos a2 cos al

(39)

When the determinant IAI=1=0 we can invert A analytically and compute

(
:~:

)
=A-l

( ; )
.

fi~ond f..L3

When the molecule is planar, i.e., when al + a2 + a3 = 27T",the determinant IAI= 0
and A cannot be inverted. This is because in this particular situation, eJ, e2,and e3
are linearly dependent and there are infinitely many possible values of
(fi¥ond,fi~ond,fi~ond).In this case, we can express fi in terms of el and e2 only
[in that we set fi~ond= 0 in equation (35)], and we can determine fi¥ondand fi~ond
in terms of fil and fi2'

The inversion operation E* [3] in D3h(M) has the effect of reversing the
directions of Jl and each of the ei: E*Jl= -Jl and E*ei= -ei, i= 1,2, 3. Therefore,

(40)

*
E fii = (-Jl)'(-ei) = fii, i = 1,2,3, (41)

from equation (37). That is, fii is invariant under E* and we can write it in terms of
the geometrically defined coordinates 'J, '2, '3, aJ, a2, and a3; these coordinates
are all invariant under E*. We define a new function fio so that

(42)
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By making useof the fact that the pennutation operations (123), (132), (12), (13),
and (23) in D3h(M) leave J1unchanged [3], we derive the symmetry relations

fil = fiO(rb r2, r3, ab a2, (3) = fiO(rb r3, r2, a). a3, (2), (43)

fi3 = fiO(r3,rb r2,a3, a1>(2) = fiO(r3,r2,rb a3, a2,al)' (45)

Obviously all three functions fib fi2, and fi3 are given in tenns of fio, and we
express this function as an expansion

- (0) '"' (0)" '"' (0)"" '"' (0) " " "
f.Lo = f.Lo + ~ f.Lk 'ok + ~ f.Lk,I'obl + ~ f.Lk,l,m'ok'oI'om

k k,l k,l,m

+ L f.Lk~i.m,n~k~l~m~n+...,
k,l,m,n

(46)

where

(47)

(
21i

)
1

~l = cos(al_3) - cos 3 = 2 + cos(al-3), I = 4,5,6. (48)

The expansion function is chosen such that fio= 0 for (rl =r2=r3=0, al =a2=
a3=21i/3). The factor exp(-{32r;) is required to keep the expansion in equation
(46) from attaining unreasonably large values at large rj [31].

In the axis system Xly'Z' employed in the ab initio calculations, the N nucleus
has the coordinates (0,0,0), and HI has the coordinates (O,O,zi)with zi > O. It
follows from equation (36) that the unit vector el has the coordinates (0,0,1) in the
x'y'z' axis system and so

(49)

where fiZI is obtained directly from the ab initio calculation.Therefore, in
principle, it should be possible to obtain the values of the parameters defining
the function fiO(r1o r2, r3, a10 a2, (3) by fitting equation (46) through the
computed values of fil! only. However, we have made ab initio calculations at
geometries for which rl S;r2S;r3 always. If we simply fit the available,
computed values of fil!, we are always fitting the projection of the dipole
moment onto the shortest bond. This introduces an asymmetry which degrades
the accuracy of our fitting. We could circumvent this problem by generating,
for each ab initio point, the fil! values at the 11 symmetrically equivalent
points, to which the initial point is connected by operations R =1=E in D3h(M),
and then fit all the resulting fil! values. Another, equivalent way of
circumventing the problem is to fit simultaneously the calculated values of
fib fi2, and fi3 at the original set of ab initio geometries with rl S;r2S;r3'
We have chosen the latter approach.
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We fit equation(46) through the computedvalues of fiJo fiz, and fi3 given
by equations (43)-(45). It should be noted that the parameters in equation (46)
are subject to constraints resulting from the fact that fio(r}, rz, r3, £X},£Xz,£X3)
is invariant to the simultaneous interchange of rz and r3 and of £Xzand £X3
[equation (43)].

The expansion in equation (46), taken to fourth order, was fitted through the
3 X 14,440 ab initio dipole moment projections calculated for NH3 at the
CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory. In the fitting, we could usefully vary 91
parameters, and the root-mean-square (rms) deviation attained was 0.0006 D.I
This is a remarkable fitting accuracy, compared to the 0.084 D attained in
Ref. [31], where a much larger range of geometries was used. At the ATZfc
ab initio equilibriumgeometry[4] of rl=rZ=r3=re=1.0149 Aand £XI=£XZ=
£X3=£Xe=106.40°, we calculate the 'equilibrium' dipole moment JLe=1.5198 D.
The experimental value is (1.561 :f:0.005) D [32].

We have also checked the effect on the rms deviation of including higher order
terms in equation (46). Extending the expansion in equation (46) to sixth order, we
obtain an rms deviation of 0.00006 D in the fitting to the 3 X 14,440 ab initio
dipole moment values. However, the number of parameters required is about 400,
substantially more than with the fourth-order expansion. These results
demonstrate the very high internal consistency (i.e., smoothness) of the ab initio
dipole moment surface.

In spite of the fact that we have introduced the factor of exp(-fPrf) in equation
(47), our analytical expression for the dipole moment does not have a qualitatively
correct asymptotic behaviour for the bond lengths ri-+ 00. The function does not
converge to the dipole moment of the NHz fragment if we 'remove' a hydrogen
atom. However, neither does it diverge: The calculated dipole moment values
at large ri are around 2-3 D depending on which dissociation path we use.
Obviously, the asymptotic behaviour of the dipole moment is of no importance for
the simulations carried out in the present work; we are only concerned with
molecular states well below dissociation.

3.2.2. The representation in the xyz axis system

In order that we can compute the matrix elements (V'lfi~,q)IV") (0'=0, :f:1), that
enter into the expression for the line strength in equation (21), in terms of the
vibrational basis functions IV) employed in our model for the rotation and
vibration of XY3molecules [1], we must necessarily represent the electronically
averaged dipole moment vector as

(50)

where ex, ey,ez are unit vectors defining the orientations of the x, y, and z axes,
respectively. These unit vectors are defined by the Eckart and Sayvetz conditions
[1,3]. In the present section, we discuss how to obtain parameterized, analytical

1The fitted parameter values are available from the authors on request.
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expressions for (jlx' fly, jlz), given in tenns of the vibrational coordinates that the
vibrational wavefunctions IV) depend on.

3.2.2.1. The transformation of the ab initio dipole moment
values to the xyz axis system

If we know the components of the electronically averaged dipole moment (jlx,
jly, jlz) in the space-fixed axis system XYZ, and we know the values of the Euler
angles (8, <p,X) that define the orientation of the xyz axes relative to the XYZ axes
(see, for example, Ref. [3]), we can compute the xyz components (jlx' jly, jlz) of the
dipole moment from the relations

jlOl= L SOI,A(8,<P,X)jlA, a = x,y,z,
A=x,y.z

(51)

where the S",,A(8,<P,x)are the elements of an orthogonal, 3 X 3 transfonnation
matrix S (see, for example, Refs. [3,33]). We determine the values of (8, <P,X)
from the equation expressing the coordinate transfonnation from the xyz to the
XYZ axis system [1]:

Ri,A = R~M+ ~ (S-I)A,,,,(8, <P,X)
[ai''''(p) + _L Ai"'';'(P)Sl

]

' (52)
OI-x,y,z ).-I,Z,3,4a,4b

In equation (52), Ri,A(A=X, Y,Z) is the A-coordinate of the position vector for
nucleus i, andR~Mis theA-coordinate of the nuclear centre of mass. (S-I)A,,,,(8,<P,
X) is an element of S- I, the elements of t~e p-dependent matrix Ai"'';,(p) are
defined in Ref. [1], whereas the a-coordinate ai"'(p)(a = x, y, z) of nucleus i in the
RBJ reference configuration [1] is given in Ref. [34]. The RBJ inversion
coordinate P is defined in Ref. [1]. When the molecule is in the reference
configuration, which has C3v or D3h geometrical symmetry (i.e., it has rl = rz =
r3=re and al =az = a3), P is the angle between the C3 rotational symmetry axis
and anyone of the N-R bonds. That is, O::;p::;1f'(see Ref. [1] and Fig. 1). Finally,
in equation (52), the Sl are the linearized coordinates defined in Ref. [1]; these
coordinates measure the displacement of the molecule from the reference configu-
ration.For A= 1,2, 3 we have Sl = rl- re, where rl z r).whenthe moleculeis
near the reference configuration. Further,

SQ 1 2 Q Q Q

4a = .J6( al - az - a3),

Q 1 Q Q

S4b = J2 (az - a3)'

where a~ z ai when the molecule is near the reference configuration.
At each calculated ab initio point we set the space-fixed XYZ axis system

equal to the x'y' z' axis system employed in the ab initio calculations. That is, we
set (Ri,x, Ri,y, Ri,Z)=(X/, y/, z/) for i= 1, 2, 3, 4. We then use least-squares
methods to determine from equation (52) a set of 12 coordinates P, RiM, R¥M,
RiM, 8, <p,x, sL S~,S~,S~a'S~b(to any desired accuracy). These coordinate values

(53)

(54)
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will, by necessity, satisfy the Eckart and Sayvetz conditions [1]; this is ensured by
the form of the matrix elements Aia,A(P) [1]. With the computed values of 8, <p,x,
and the known ab initio values of (fix, fiy, fiz) = (fix,fiyl,fiz')' we can then
compute (fix, fiy' fiz) from equation (51).

3.2.2.2. The analytical representations of (fix, fiy' fiz)
We fit analytical functions of P, sL s~, st S~a' and S~b through the values of
(fix, fiy' fiz) resulting from the transformation described above. The analytical
representation of fia (a=x, y, z) is chosen as

fia(gL g~,gt g~a'g~b;p) = Jlo(p) + L Jlk(P)gk +L Jlkl(P)gkgJ
k k5,l

+ L Jlklm(p)gkgJg~ + L Jlklmn(p)gkgJg~g~...
k:5,l:5,m k:5,l:5,m:5,n

(55)

by analogy with the Type B representation of the potential energy surface defined
in Ref. [1]. In equation (55) we have introduced the linearized variables

gk = 1 - exp(-aS~), k = 1,2,3, (56)

g~a = S~a' g~b= S~b' and the range parameter a occurring in the analytical
representation for the potential energy function [1]. The quantities gi, g~,g~,g~a'and
g~bare discussed further in Ref. [1].

The p-dependent functions Jlkl...(P) (a=x or y) in equation (55) are chosen as

a
( ) ~ a(s) (

. .
)
s

Jlkl... P = L.J Ilkl...sm Po - sm P ,
s~o

(57)

where we take Po= 1r/2,corresponding to the planar configuration. The dipole
moment components (fix,fiy)have E' symmetry inD3h(M)and therefore (a =x or y)

E* a ( )
_ a

( )Ilkl... P - Jlkl... P (58)

or, equivalently,

Jlkl...(1r- p) = Ilkl...(P) (59)

since E*p=1r-p. The function Jlkl...cP)given in equation (57) satisfies this
requirement.

The dipole moment component fiz has A~ symmetry in D3h(M)so that

(60)

We choose (Po=1r/2)

Ilkl...(p) = L Il~~~~.ccosPo - cos pt for ~::::;P::::;1r, (61)s>o
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and

(62)

Since, with the definition in equation (61), f.4l...(1f/2)= 0, no inconsistency arises
because of equation (62). If we allowed only odd powers s in the sum of equation
(61), we could let this equation define f.41...cP)in the entire interval O::;'p::;'1f.
However, we have found that a better fit to the ab initio dipole moment values can
be obtained when we include both odd and even s in equation (61) and extend the
definition by equation (62).

Equations (59) and (62) ensure that the analytical representations of (flx, fly' flz)
have the correct transformation properties under the inversion operation E*. Since
the appropriate symmetry group for NH3, D3h(M), can be written as the direct
product given in equation (27), we must now ascertain that (flx' fly, flz) also
transform appropriately under the operations in C3u(M). If this is the case, they
will have correct transformation properties under all operations in D3h(M).

Correlation from D3h(M) to C3uCM)shows that (flx' fly) have E symmetry in
C3u(M) and flz has A 1 symmetry. We investigate the transformation properties of
(flx' fly' flz) in C3uCM)by means of a newly developed MAPLE VI [35] routine.2
By definition [3], the effect of a symmetry operation R in C3uCM)on the dipole
moment component flCi(g~) is given by

(63)

where g~ is a shorthand notation for all the variables gi, g~, g~, g~a' g~b' and we
omit the coordinate p which is invariant under the operations in C3u(M). For
example, since flz has A 1 symmetry in C3u(M), it is left unchanged by the
operation (23)*:

(23) *flzCgi, g~,gt g~a'g~b)= flz(gi,gi, gt g~a'g~b)' (64)

On other hand, it is straightforward to determine the effect of (23)* on the
variables gL gt g~, g~a'g~b:

(23) *flz(gi, gi,gt g~a'g~b)= flz(gi, gt gi, g~a'-g~b)' (65)

Comparison of equations (64) and (65) produces

flz(gi,gi,gt g~a'g~b)= flz(gi,gt gi,g~a'-g~b)' (66)

Whenwe nowinsertthe expansionfromequation(55)on bothsidesof equation
(66), relations between the expansion coefficients in equation (55) ensue. For
example, from equation (66) the first-order expansion coefficients in the
expression for flz must satisfy

(67)

2 This routine is available from the authors on request.
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"z(s) = _"z(s)
1""4a 1""4a (68)

so that fJ-~~)= 0. By combining these relations with the results of applying other
C3vCM)operations, we obtain that to first order

(69)

Relations for the higher order parameters fJ-klmll...(up to sixth order) are derived
analytically using the MAPLE command 'solve', which arbitrarily chooses a
minimum set of independent parameters and expresses the other parameters in
terms of them. The derived relations are then converted to FORTRAN and
become part of the intensity program. Analogous MAPLE procedures have also
been applied for the dipole moment function in the MB representation and for the
potential function expansions [1].

3.2.2.3. The least-squaresfitting of (ilx,ily, ilz)
Having derived the symmetry relations between the expansion parameters in
equation (55), we can proceed to fit the expansions through the ab initio dipole
moment values. The expansion parameters in the expressions for ilx and ily are
connected by symmetry relations since these two quantities have E' symmetry in
D3h(M), and so ilx and ily must be fitted together. The component ilz, with A~
symmetry, can be fitted separately. The variables ;t p in equation (55) are
chosen to reflect the properties of the potential surface, rather than those of the
dipole moment surfaces. Therefore, the fittings of (ilx' ily, ilz) require more
parameters than the fittings of the MB dipole moment representations. We fitted
the 14,400 ab initio data points using 77 parameters for the ilz component and
141 parameters for ilx' ily- The rms deviations attained were 0.09016 and
0.0003 D, respectively.

The parameterized, analytical representations of (ilx' ily, ilz) determined in the
fitting are in a form suitable for the calculation of the vibronic transition
moments (V'lil~,q)IVIf) (0"=0, :!:1), that enter into the expression for the line
strength in equation (21). These matrix elements are computed in a manner
analogous to that employed for the matrix elements of the potential energy
function in Ref. [1].

4. APPLICATIONS

4.1. Transition moments

In this section, we report calculated values of the vibrational transition moments
for vibrational transitions v~vi +- v~z1 of 14NH3,where V2is the inversion mode,3
v~S 4 and v~S 4. These transition moments are matrix elements of ilz; they are
essentially determined by the dependence of ilz on the inversion coordinate p.

3 In the labelling of the vibrational states, a superscript + indicates the lower (symmetric) inversion
component; the upper (antisymmetric) component is indicated by a superscript -.
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The transition moments are calculated from the ab initio dipole moment
surface, represented in the xyz axis system as described above. They are defined as

f.Lfi= . I L 1«([J~I,ual([Jg!)12,
a=x,y,z

(70)

where ,uais given in equation (55), while 1([Jg!)and I([J~)are the J=O rotation-
vibration functions computed variationally as described in Ref. [1]. As mentioned
above, for the vibrational transitions that we consider here, only matrix elements
of ,uzare non-vanishing in equation (70). The wavefunctions 1([Jg!)and I([J~)are
obtained from the ab initio potential energy surface CBS**-5 [36]. This surface is
determined as follows: ATZfc electronic energies were computed at 51,816
nuclear geometries using the CCSD(T) method (coupled cluster theory with all
single and double substitutions [23] and a perturbative treatment of connected
triple excitations [24,25]) with the augmented correlation-consistent triple-zeta
basis aug-cc-pVTZ [26,27]. At 3814 selected geometries, more accurate CBS+
energies were determined by extrapolating the CCSD(T) results to the complete
basis set limit and including corrections for relativistic effects and core-valence
correlation [4]. The differences between the ATZfc and CBS+ energies were
fitted by a sixth-order polynomial in geometrically defined, internal coordinates,
and the corrections were added to the ATZfc energies at all 51,816 grid points to
generate the CBS**-5 surface (which is close to CBS+ quality). An analytical
representation of this surface was obtained by fitting the sixth-order expansion
given in equation (7) of Ref. [4] through all CBS**-5 data points. The resulting
181potential parameter values will be given elsewhere [36] and are also available
from the authors on request.

In the variational calculations, the expansions of the kinetic energy factors GaP
and the pseudo-potential U [1] are taken to fourth order, and, as mentioned above,
the potential energy V is expanded through sixth order. In the numerical integra-
tion of the inversion SchrOdingerequation a grid of 1000 points is used. The basis
set [1] is truncated so that

(71)

With P::::14, the J=O matrix blocks corresponding to Al and E symmetry in the
group C3v(M)have the dimensions N(A1)= 1455 and N(E)=2571, respectively.
The matrices are diagonalized with routines from the LAPACK library [37].

The calculated transition moments are listed in Table 3, where they are
compared with the available experimental data [38-44] and also with the values
calculated by Marquardt et at. [31] and Pracna et at. [45]. Our results are in good
agreement with both the experimental and the theoretical data.

There is a qualitative change in the dependence of the AV2=1 transition
moments on the inversion state at the top of the barrier to planarity, which is
about 1800 cm-1 [4,46-50]. Below the inversion barrier, the matrix elements
«V2- l)+l,uzlv2")and«V2- lrl,uzlv!) areapproximatelyequal.Abovethebarrier



Fig. 2. The function J.L~(p)for 14NH3.Note that J.L~(1T- p) = -J.L~(p).
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Table 3. Transition moments (in D) for vibrational transitions uiv uz1 of 14NH3

Reference Reference Present
Mrt M):t Obs. Referencesa [45] [31] work

0+ 1- 0.236 [38] 0.237 0.208 0.235
0- 1+ 0.248 [38] 0.247 0.218 0.245
1+ 2- 0.285 [39] 0.287 0.270 0.286
1- 2+ 0.525 0.508 0.514
2+ r 0.111 0.083 0.112
2- 3+ 1.05 [40] 0.901 0.943 0.888
3+ 4- 0.034
r 4+ 0.993
0+ 0- 1.4719 [41] 1.471 1.574 1.456
1+ 1- 1.2448 [42] 1.248 1.355 1.238
2+ 2- 1.02 [40] 0.948 1.047 0.938
3+ 3- 0.981 1.039 0.967
4+ 4- 1.043 1.072 1.020
0+ 2- 0.0033 [43] 0.000 0.026 0.003
0- 2+ 0.0204

[431
0.019 0.009 0.020

0+ 3- 0.0037 [44] 0.005 0.016 0.003
0- 3+ 0.0060 [44]b 0.008 0.026 0.005
0+ 4- 0.001
0- 4+ 0.002

a Referencefor the observedvaluegivenundertheheading'Obs.'
bBenedictet at. [44]as citedin Ref. [45].

(i.e., for uz>2) the «uz - l)+I,uzluz) transition moment is much smaller than
«uz - lrl,uzlu!). We explain this behaviour by means of wavefunction analysis.

First we note that, as shown in Fig. 2, l,uzl is zero at planar configura-
tions and increases with inversion displacement. Consequently, a large value of
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the transliion moment «v~ytl,uzl(viit) requires that the two wavefunctions I(v~yt)
and I(vi)+) have a significant overlap at distorted geometries with p near 0 or
p near 1r. To investigate how the wavefunctions overlap, we plot in Fig. 3 the
inversion angle probability distribution, obtained by integrating the square of
the vibrational wavefunction over the stretching and small-amplitude bending
coordinatessL st s~,sL, andS~b'for statesv2vt with v2::;4. The normalized
inversion-coordinate probability density functionf(p) is given by

(72)

where dV is the volume element for the stretching and small-amplitude bending

coordinates si, S~,S~,S~ and S~b' _
In Fig. 3, the states v2112are combined in pairs [(v2 - lyt, v!] corresponding to

the vibrational transitions in Table 3. At v2::;2 (i.e., below the inversion barrier),
the figure shows that for each of the two wavefunction pairs [(V2- 1)-, v!] and
[(V2- 1)+,vi], the pair membersoverlap in a similar manner and have significant
comparable overlaps for p near 0 or p near 1T'.At higher V2values, the members of
the [(V2- 1)-, v!] pair overlap only at very distorted geometries with p near 0 or p
near 1T'.The corresponding transition moments are therefore large. The members
ofthe [(V2- 1)+,vi] pair overlap nearplanarity (p z 1T'/2), where l,uzlis small, and
so the corresponding transition moments are small. These wavefunctions are
dephasedforp near0 orp near 1T'.Thus, thequalitativevariationof [(V2- lr, vi]
and [(V2- 1)+,vi] with excitation of the inversion mode is connected with the
fact that the amplitude of the inversion wavefunctions is shifted away from the
planar configuration, i.e., it is shifted towards p=O or p=1T', in higher excited
inversion states.

4.2. Simulations of rotation-vibration spectra

As detailed in Section 2, we have derived and programmed the expression for line
strengthsof individualrotation-vibrationtransitionsof XY3 molecules;the line
strengths depend on the vibronic transition moments entering into equation (70).
With the theory of Section 2, we can simulate rotation-vibration absorption
spectra of XY3 molecules. In computing the transition wavenumbers, line
strengths, and intensities we use rovibronic wavefunctions generated as described
in Ref. [1].

In the present section, we give examples of simulated vibrational bands of
14NH3.These bands start in the lowest inversion states O:t and end in the states
v2vi with v2::;4. The rovibrational wavefunctions with J::;18 are calculated
variationally as described in Ref. [1]. To make these variational calculations
feasible the size of the vibrational basis set is reduced relative to that employed for
the calculations of vibrational transition moments in Section 4.1. We now require
that

(73)
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Fig. 3. Inversion probability density functions for the 14NH3 inversion states V2 with
V2S4.
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The largestmatrix blocks obtained with this basis setare the E symmetry blocks at
J= 18; they have the dimension N(E)=9150.

In Fig. 4, we show simulations of the vibrational absorption bands
v;~ +- oI(v; ~ 4) for 14NH3.The simulated spectra are drawn as stick diagrams
where the height of the stick representing a line is the integrated absorption
coefficient from equation (6), calculated from the line strengths given by equation
(21) at the absolute temperature T=295 K. In these calculations, we use the
partition function value Q=1713.33, which is obtained from the J~18 term
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Fig. 4. Simulations of the vibrational absorption bands v~vi +- oJ:M::::;4) for 14NH3at
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components v~vt +- 0- and V~V2+- 0+,
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Fig. 5. Simulations of the 2V2 and V4 bands of 14NH3 at T=295 K compared to
experimental data from Ref. [43].

values calculated variationally below 6000 cm -1 and the spin statistical weight
factors for 14NH3from Table 2. This value of Q can be compared to the value of
574.16 from Ref. [51], obtained at T=295 K with spin statistical weight factors
which, in an obvious notation, can be written as gns(A1)=0, gns(A2)=4, and
gns(E)=2. That is, the spin statistical weights employed in Ref. [51] are three
times smaller than those given in Table 2. The reason is that Urban et al. [51]
ignore the factor of 3 which the 14Nnucleus (with spin 1= 1) contributes to each
nuclear spin statistical weight factor. This difference does not matter for the
calculation of the integrated absorption coefficient I(f+-i) from equation (6)
since the line strength factor S(f +- i) in this equation contains a factor of gns
[equation (21)], while all terms in the partition function Q also contain gns-
factors. Multiplying all gns-values by a constant factor thus does not change
I(f+-i). In the present work, we follow Bunker and Jensen [3] in defining gnsas
the actual nuclear-spin degeneracy of each rotation-vibration level, and this
leads to the gns-valuesin Table 2. When we multiply the Q value from Ref. [51]
by 3, we get Q= 1722.48, in satisfactory agreement with the value of 1713.33
from the present work.

In the simulatedband 4vr +- oI in Fig.4, both components (+ +- - and - +- + )
have comparable intensities, whereas in the bands 2vr +- oI and 3vr +- oI
the + +- - component dominates as suggested by the transition moments
in Table 3.

To assess the quality of the simulated spectra, we compare in Fig. 5 the
simulated 2V2 and V4 bands of 14NH3 with stick spectra drawn with
the experimental data given in appendix of Ref. [43]. That is, the 'experimental'
spectrum shows only the transitions assigned in Ref. [43], which explains why

the experimental spectrum contains less lines than the simulated one. In the

simulated and the 'experimentally derived' stick spectra, the intensities are
given as integrated absorption coefficientsin cm mol- . The experimental values,
originally [43] given in cm-2 atm-1, were converted to cm mol-1 at T= 295 K.
We see that there is significant similarity between the simulated and
'experimentally derived' stick spectra: The agreement with experiment is
rather good.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

In the present paper, we have described a complex, but powerful 'tool' for
simulating spectra of NH3. The simulated spectra are directly comparable with
experimentally observed spectra. The tool consists of

. a variationally based model, with accompanying computer program, for
accurate calculations of rovibrational energies and wavefunctions of XY3
pyramidal molecules [1],

. an accurate ab initio potential energy function for NH3 [36],

. a computational procedure for intensity simulations based on the results of the
variational calculations [Section 2.3, in particular equation (21)], and

. high quality ab initio dipole moment surfaces for NH3.

The accuracy of the dipole moment surfaces is documented by the calculated
transition moments in Table 3.

In Fig. 5, the agreement of the calculated absolute intensity values with the
corresponding experimental values is an indication of the high quality of the
ab initio dipole moment surfaces employed in the calculation. The qualitatively
correct appearance of the bands indicates that our solution of the rotation-
vibration Schrodinger equation and the potential energy surface employed are
satisfactory. It should be emphasized that the ab initio potential energy and dipole
moment surfaces have not been adjusted to fit experiment.
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